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Essentials of Electrical and Computer Engineering
2022-01-19

essentials of electrical and computer engineering introduces technologies such as mems
microelectromechanical systems to illustrate how modern technologies are
interdisciplinary presenting modularized coverage of a wide range of topics to afford
instructors great flexibility essentials of electrical and computer engineering is an
exceptionally strong teaching tool gently yet thoroughly introducing students to the
full spectrum of fundamental topics offering strong pedagogical support and clear
explanations and never relying on superficial cursory explanations this text may also
be useful for the reader who wishes to use a self study approach to learn the
fundamentals of electrical and computer engineering

Wireless Communications
2024-05-06

this book presents the basic concepts principles and technologies of wireless
communication the author focuses on the characteristics of the channel the performance
degradation and various technologies to improve the performance of the wireless
communication system the upper technologies involved in building wireless performance
are also discussed and a prototype of the system is presented

Power Electronics Circuit Analysis with PSIM®
2021-09-20

power electronics systems are nonlinear variable structure systems they involve passive
components such as resistors capacitors and inductors semiconductor switches such as
thyristors and mosfets and circuits for control the analysis and design of such systems
presents significant challenges fortunately increased availability of powerful computer
and simulation programs makes the analysis design process much easier psim is an
electronic circuit simulation software package designed specifically for use in power
electronics and motor drive simulations but can be used to simulate any electronic
circuit with fast simulation speed and user friendly interface psim provides a powerful
simulation environment to meed the user simulation and development needs this book
shows how to simulate the power electronics circuits in psim environment the
prerequisite for this book is a first course on power electronics this book is composed
of eight chapters chapter 1 is an introduction to psim chapter 2 shows the fundamentals
of circuit simulation with psim chapter 3 introduces the simviewtm simview is psim s
waveform display and post processing program chapter 4 introduces the most commonly
used components of psim chapter 5 shows how psim can be used for analysis of power
electronics circuits 45 examples are studied in this chapter chapter 6 shows how you
can simulate motors and mechanical loads in psim chapter 7 introduces the simcouplertm
simcoupler fuses psim with simulink by providing an interface for co simulation chapter
8 introduces the smartctrl smartctrl is a controller design software specifically
geared towards power electronics applications powersimtech com 2021 10 01 book release
power electronics circuit analysis with psim

Fixed Layout ePub
2014-11-09

in this book we will explain how to convert a pdf file to a fixed layout epub version 3
file this is possible since the version 3 of the epub format which includes now the
fixed layout mode in addition to the traditional flowing text mode we will use free
open source tools mainly pdf2htmlex with an example under linux july 2020 a script
pdf2epubex sh to convert a pdf to a fixed layout epub is now availabale you can find it
in the dodeeric pdf2epubex repository hosted on github com

Advances in Neuroergonomics and Cognitive Engineering
2016-07-26

this book offers a broad perspective on the field of cognitive engineering and
neuroergonomics it covers emerging practices and future trends towards the harmonious
integration of human operators with computational systems the book reports on novel
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theoretical findings on mental workload and stress activity theory human reliability
error and risk and neuroergonomic measures alike together with a wealth of cutting edge
applications it describes key advances in the understanding of cognitive processes
including mechanisms of perception memory reasoning and motor response giving a special
emphasis to their role in the interactions between humans and the other elements of a
computer based system based on the ahfe s main track on neuroergonomics and cognitive
engineering held on july 27 31 2016 in walt disney world florida usa the book provides
readers with a comprehensive view of the current challenges in cognitive computing and
factors influencing human performance

Integrated Computer Technologies in Mechanical Engineering
- 2020
2021-01-18

this book addresses conference topics such as information technology in the design and
manufacture of engines information technology in the creation of rocket space systems
aerospace engineering transport systems and logistics big data and data science nano
modeling artificial intelligence and smart systems networks and communication cyber
physical systems and ioe and software engineering and it infrastructure the
international scientific and technical conference integrated computer technologies in
mechanical engineering synergetic engineering ictm was formed to bring together
outstanding researchers and practitioners in the field of information technology and
whose work involves the design and manufacture of engines creation of rocket space
systems and aerospace engineering from all over the world to share their experiences
and expertise it was established by the national aerospace university kharkiv aviation
institute the ictm 2020 conference was held in kharkiv ukraine on october 28 30 2020

Flow Chemistry – Applications
2021-10-25

the fully up dated edition of the two volume work covers both the theoretical
foundation as well as the practical aspects a strong insight in driving a chemical
reaction is crucial for a deeper understanding of new potential technologies new
procedures for warranty of safety and green principles are discussed vol 1 fundamentals

Transactions on Engineering Technologies
2016-03-25

this volume comprises selected extended papers written by prominent researchers
participating in the international multiconference of engineers and computer scientists
2015 hong kong 18 20 march 2015 the conference served as a platform for discussion of
frontier topics in theoretical and applied engineering and computer science and
subjects covered include communications systems control theory and automation
bioinformatics artificial intelligence data mining engineering mathematics scientific
computing engineering physics electrical engineering and industrial applications the
book describes the state of the art in engineering technologies and computer science
and its applications and will serve as an excellent reference for industrial and
academic researchers and graduate students working in these fields

Current Trends in Web Engineering
2023-02-01

this volume constitutes the papers of several workshops which were held in conjunction
with the icwe 2022 international workshops becs sweet and wals held in bari italy july
5 8 2022 the 14 revised full papers and 1 short paper presented in this book were
carefully reviewed and selected from 25 submissions icwe 2022 presents the following
three workshops second international workshop on big data driven edge cloud services
becs 2022 first international workshop on the semantic web of everything sweet 2022
first international workshop on applications for life sciences wals 2022

Computational Modeling and Simulation Examples in
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Bioengineering
2021-12-14

a systematic overview of the quickly developing field of bioengineering with state of
the art modeling software computational modeling and simulation examples in
bioengineering provides a comprehensive introduction to the emerging field of
bioengineering it provides the theoretical background necessary to simulating
pathological conditions in the bones muscles cardiovascular tissue and cancers as well
as lung and vertigo disease the methodological approaches used for simulations include
the finite element dissipative particle dynamics and lattice boltzman the text includes
access to a state of the art software package for simulating the theoretical problems
in this way the book enhances the reader s learning capabilities in the field of
biomedical engineering the aim of this book is to provide concrete examples of applied
modeling in biomedical engineering examples in a wide range of areas equip the reader
with a foundation of knowledge regarding which problems can be modeled with which
numerical methods with more practical examples and more online software support than
any competing text this book organizes the field of computational bioengineering into
an accessible and thorough introduction computational modeling and simulation examples
in bioengineering includes a state of the art software package enabling readers to
engage in hands on modeling of the examples in the book provides a background on
continuum and discrete modeling along with equations and derivations for three key
numerical methods considers examples in the modeling of bones skeletal muscles
cartilage tissue engineering blood flow plaque and more explores stent deployment
modeling as well as stent design and optimization techniques generates different
examples of fracture fixation with respect to the advantages in medical practice
applications computational modeling and simulation examples in bioengineering is an
excellent textbook for students of bioengineering as well as a support for basic and
clinical research medical doctors and other clinical professionals will also benefit
from this resource and guide to the latest modeling techniques

Digital Rights Management
2016-09-02

in a world of users that routinely click i agree buttons librarians may be the lone
voice raising an alert to the privacy use and ownership issues arising in connection
with the design and implementation of digital rights management drm technologies drm
reflects the efforts of copyright owners to prevent the illegal distribution of
copyrighted material an admirable goal on its face a common misunderstanding is that
drm is copyright law it is not rather it is a method of preventing copyright
infringement however if unchecked drm has the potential to violate privacy limit
ownership rights and undermine the delicate balance of rights and policies established
by our current system of copyright all three of these arenas are critical for both
librarians and their users reflecting the shift from ownership to access libraries are
increasingly providing access to rights protected digital content libraries strive to
provide access to rights protected content in a manner that protects both the content
creator and the privacy of the user drm encompasses a variety of technologies and
strategies utilized by content owners and managers to limit access to and the use of
rights protected content librarians need to understand drm to effectively enable users
to access and use rights protected digital content while at the same time protecting
the privacy of the user designed to address the practical operational and planning
issues related to drm this guide explores the critical issues and challenges faced by
librarians after reading it librarians will better understand the digital content
rights protection scheme the various drm technologies and how they are used how to use
authentication and authorization standards strategies and technologies and the privacy
and security issues related to drm edited by two librarians who also hold law degrees
this is a best practices guide for front line librarians on how to best respond to the
impact of drm schemes on collection development staffing budget service and other
library concerns

Multiple Access Technologies for 5G
2021-06-08

starting with an overview of current research progresses on multiple access technology
the book then presents the theoretical fundamentals technical principles transmission
scheme key technologies and evaluation results of new multi access technologies
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especially focusing on its typical applications 5g communication systems with extensive
practical cases it is an essential reference for researchers engineers and graduate
students

Chemical Reaction Engineering
2023-07-24

follow step by step explanations to understand mathematical models algebraic and
differential equations of chemical reactors and how numerical models workin computer
implementation learn the basics behind current user friendly tools in numerical
simulation and optimization of reactor systems python matlab julia and gproms discover
how to select the right algorithm for specific reactor models from homogenous to
multiphase systems and structured reactors in detailed discussions at the end of each
chapter in this second edition 20 solved example simulations performed in matlab and
python are included for demonstration purposes download solutions to exercises in the
book web abo fi fak tkf tek cre

Control Engineering
2018-06-25

the book introduces the fundamentals principle structure characteristics classification
etc of control systems the dynamic behavior are also illustrated in detail the authors
also present the time frequency stability error response analyses of control system
this book is an essential reference for graduate students scientists and practitioner
in the research fields of mechanical and electrical engineering

Hydrogen-Air PEM Fuel Cell
2018-09-24

the book presents the modeling and control of hydrogen air pem fuel cells including
simultaneous estimation of the parameters and states fuzzy cluster modeling spm based
predictive control and advanced fuzzy control matlab simulink based modeling and
control programs are discussed in detail with simulations and experiments it is an
essential reference for both scientists and industrial engineers

Random Signal Analysis
2018-09-10

a fundamental introduction to the delopment of random signal processing with an
emphasis on analysis linear transformation nonlinear transformation spectral analysis
of stationary and narrow band random process are discussed in detail with abundant
exercises this book is an essential reference for graduate students scientists and
practitioners in electronical engineering and signal processing

Scientific Computing
2015-05-19

scientific computing for scientists and engineers is designed to teach undergraduate
students relevant numerical methods and required fundamentals in scientific computing
most problems in science and engineering require the solution of mathematical problems
most of which can only be done on a computer accurately approximating those problems
requires solving differential equations and linear systems with millions of unknowns
and smart algorithms can be used on computers to reduce calculation times from years to
minutes or even seconds this book explains how can we approximate these important
mathematical processes how accurate are our approximations how efficient are our
approximations scientific computing for scientists and engineers covers an introduction
to a wide range of numerical methods for linear systems eigenvalue problems
differential equations numerical integration and nonlinear problems scientific
computing fundamentals like floating point representation of numbers and convergence
analysis of accuracy and efficiency simple programming examples in matlab to illustrate
the algorithms and to solve real life problems exercises to reinforce all topics
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Mathematics for Reliability Engineering
2021-11-22

reliability is a fundamental criterium in engineering systems this book shows
innovative concepts and applications of mathematics in solving reliability problems the
contents address in particular the interaction between engineers and mathematicians as
well as the cross fertilization in the advancement of science and technology it bridges
the gap between theory and practice to aid in practical problem solving in various
contexts

機械学習のための特徴量エンジニアリング
2019-02

機械学習を行うエンジニアが知るべき特徴量抽出の基本から応用 最新のテーマまでを網羅した書籍

Grid-Integrated and Standalone Photovoltaic Distributed
Generation Systems
2017-10-12

a practical and systematic elaboration on the analysis design and control of grid
integrated and standalone distributed photovoltaic pv generation systems with matlab
and simulink models analyses control of distribution networks with high penetration of
pv systems and standalone microgrids with pv systems covers in detail pv accommodation
techniques including energy storage demand side management and pv output power
regulation features examples of real projects systems given in opendss codes and or
matlab and simulink models provides a concise summary of up to date research around the
word in distributed pv systems

Nano Devices and Sensors
2016-04-25

the chapters in this edited book are written by some authors who have presented very
high quality papers at the 2015 international symposium of next generation electronics
isne 2015 held in taipei taiwan the isne 2015 was intended to provide a common forum
for researchers scientists engineers and practitioners throughout the world to present
their latest research findings ideas developments and applications in the general areas
of electron devices integrated circuits and microelectronic systems and technologies
the scope of the conference includes the following topics a green electronics b
microelectronic circuits and systems c integrated circuits and packaging technologies d
computer and communication engineering e electron devices f optoelectronic and
semiconductor technologies the technical program consisted of 4 plenary talks 23
invited talks and more than 250 contributed oral and poster presentations plenary
speakers were recognized experts in their fields and their talks focused on leading
edge technologies including the future lithographic technology for semiconductor
fabrication by dr alek c chen asia asml taiwan detection of single traps and
characterization of individual traps beginning of atomistic reliability physics by prof
toshiaki tsuchiya shimane university japan the art and science of packaging high
coupling photonics devices and modules by prof wood hi cheng national chung hsing
university taiwan prospect and outlook of electrostatic discharge esd protection in
emerging technologies by prof juin j liou university of central florida usa after a
rigorous review process the isne 2015 technical program committee has selected 10
outstanding presentations and invited the authors to prepare extended chapters for
inclusion in this edited book of the 10 chapters five are focused on the subject of
electronic devices and the other covers the circuit designs for various applications
the authors are working at the academia in austria united states korea and taiwan the
guest editors would like to take this opportunity to express our sincere gratitude to
all the members of the isne 2015 technical program committees for reviewing the papers
and selecting the manuscripts for the edited book we also thank all the authors for
their valuable and excellent contributions to the book

Ambient Media and Systems
2013-11-29
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this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post conference proceedings of the third
international icst conference on ambient media and systems ambi sys 2013 held in athens
greece in march 2013 the 12 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from various submissions the papers focus on emerging technologies services
and solutions for new human centric intelligent ambient environments

Applied Probabilistic Calculus for Financial Engineering
2017-09-11

illustrates how r may be used successfully to solve problems in quantitative finance
applied probabilistic calculus for financial engineering an introduction using r
provides r recipes for asset allocation and portfolio optimization problems it begins
by introducing all the necessary probabilistic and statistical foundations before
moving on to topics related to asset allocation and portfolio optimization with r codes
illustrated for various examples this clear and concise book covers financial
engineering using r in data analysis and univariate bivariate and multivariate data
analysis it examines probabilistic calculus for modeling financial engineering walking
the reader through building an effective financial model from the geometric brownian
motion gbm model via probabilistic calculus while also covering ito calculus classical
mathematical models in financial engineering and modern portfolio theory are discussed
along with the two mutual fund theorem and the sharpe ratio the book also looks at r as
a calculator and using r in data analysis in financial engineering additionally it
covers asset allocation using r financial risk modeling and portfolio optimization
using r global and local optimal values locating functional maxima and minima and
portfolio optimization by performance analytics in cran covers optimization
methodologies in probabilistic calculus for financial engineering answers the question
what does a random walk financial theory look like covers the gbm model and the random
walk model examines modern theories of portfolio optimization including the markowitz
model of modern portfolio theory mpt the black litterman model and the black scholes
option pricing model applied probabilistic calculus for financial engineering an
introduction using r s an ideal reference for professionals and students in economics
econometrics and finance as well as for financial investment quants and financial
engineers

Software - test it professionally! (Epub)
2014-03-20

das buch eignet sich hervorragend als unterlage für die softwaretestzertifizierung
sowohl für den foundation level als auch für alle drei richtungen des advanced levels
testanalysten und technische testanalysten finden detaillierte beschreibungen der meist
angewendeten softwaretestverfahren und können sich für die zertifizierungsprüfung
gründlich vorbereiten ein kapitel widmet sich den typischen aufgaben eines
testanalysten und den technischen testanalysten das buch orientiert sich an die
gültigen standards und normen für das softwaretesten gemäß iso ieee und istqb die
definitionen der begriffe nach den standards von istqb ermöglichen das einheitliche
verständnis derselben und erleichtern die prüfungsvorbereitung testmanagement wurde
ausführlich in einem separaten kapitel behandelt die testdokumentation basiert auf dem
standard ieee 829 zusätzlich beinhaltet das buch ein extra kapitel über das
requirements engineering wessen informationsstand den foundation level für ireb
zertifizierung abdeckt dieses buch beschreibt die aktivitäten im softwarelebenszyklus
beginnend mit einem auftrag für die softwareentwicklung über das professionelle
requirements engineering der einsatz passender softwareentwicklungsmodelle die auswahl
der angemessenen softwaretestentwurfsverfahren und ihre optimale kombination für die zu
entwickelnde software bis hin zum ende des lebenszyklus eines systems es wird auf die
relevanz des zusammenhangs zwischen dem projekt und testmanagement eingegangen sowie
die wichtigkeit der kommunikation zwischen entwicklung und testfactory betont auf das
brennende thema cybercrime wird aufmerksam gemacht und durch die zahlen und fakten aus
dem crime report des bundeskriminalamtes wien belegt zukunftstrends der software dürfen
nicht fehlen der buchinhalt wird durch einen glossar der wichtigsten begriffe
abgerundet

Handbook of Research on Open Source Software:
Technological, Economic, and Social Perspectives
2007-04-30
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this handbook of research is one of the few texts to combine open source software oss
in public and private sector activities into a single reference source it examines how
the use of oss affects practices in society business government education and law

Knowledge Engineering for Modern Information Systems
2022-01-19

this book presents an extensive collection of the recent findings and innovative
research in the information system and knowledge engineering domain knowledge
engineering is a field within artificial intelligence that develops in particular
systems that use knowledge rather than data to solve many computing problems that would
usually require high levels of human expertise

ソフトウェアアーキテクチャの基礎
2022-03-08

分散システムやマイクロサービスなど現代的なソフトウェアアーキテクチャを考える際に必要な知識 スキルやテクニックを解説

Artificial Intelligence for Data-Driven Medical Diagnosis
2021-02-08

this book collects research works of data driven medical diagnosis done via artificial
intelligence based solutions such as machine learning deep learning and intelligent
optimization physical devices powered with artificial intelligence are gaining
importance in diagnosis and healthcare medical data from different sources can also be
analyzed via artificial intelligence techniques for more effective results

LTE Optimization Engineering Handbook
2018-01-04

a comprehensive resource containing the operating principles and key insights of lte
networks performance optimization lte optimization engineering handbook is a
comprehensive reference that describes the most current technologies and optimization
principles for lte networks the text offers an introduction to the basics of lte
architecture services and technologies and includes details on the key principles and
methods of lte optimization and its parameters in addition the author clarifies
different optimization aspects such as wireless channel optimization data optimization
csfb volte and video optimization with the ubiquitous usage and increased development
of mobile networks and smart devices lte is the 4g network that will be the only
mainstream technology in the current mobile communication system and in the near future
designed for use by researchers engineers and operators working in the field of mobile
communications and written by a noted engineer and experienced researcher the lte
optimization engineering handbook provides an essential guide that discusses the latest
optimization engineering technologies of lte networks and explores their implementation
features the latest and most industrially relevant applications such as volte and
hetnets includes a wealth of detailed scenarios and optimization real world case
studies professionals in the field will find the lte optimization engineering handbook
to be their go to reference that includes a thorough and complete examination of lte
networks their operating principles and the most current information to performance
optimization

Network Traffic Engineering
2020-07-24

a comprehensive guide to the concepts and applications of queuing theory and traffic
theory network traffic engineering models and applications provides an advanced level
queuing theory guide for students with a strong mathematical background who are
interested in analytic modeling and performance assessment of communication networks
the text begins with the basics of queueing theory before moving on to more advanced
levels the topics covered in the book are derived from the most cutting edge research
project development teaching activity and discussions on the subject they include
applications of queuing and traffic theory in lte networks wi fi networks ad hoc
networks automated vehicles congestion control on the internet the distinguished author
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seeks to show how insight into practical and real world problems can be gained by means
of quantitative modeling perfect for graduate students of computer engineering computer
science telecommunication engineering and electrical engineering network traffic
engineering offers a supremely practical approach to a rapidly developing field of
study and industry

Physics of Semiconductor Devices
2021-03-19

the new edition of the most detailed and comprehensive single volume reference on major
semiconductor devices the fourth edition of physics of semiconductor devices remains
the standard reference work on the fundamental physics and operational characteristics
of all major bipolar unipolar special microwave and optoelectronic devices this fully
updated and expanded edition includes approximately 1 000 references to original
research papers and review articles more than 650 high quality technical illustrations
and over two dozen tables of material parameters divided into five parts the text first
provides a summary of semiconductor properties covering energy band carrier
concentration and transport properties the second part surveys the basic building
blocks of semiconductor devices including p n junctions metal semiconductor contacts
and metal insulator semiconductor mis capacitors part iii examines bipolar transistors
mosfets mos field effect transistors and other field effect transistors such as jfets
junction field effect transistors and mesfets metal semiconductor field effect
transistors part iv focuses on negative resistance and power devices the book concludes
with coverage of photonic devices and sensors including light emitting diodes leds
solar cells and various photodetectors and semiconductor sensors this classic volume
the standard textbook and reference in the field of semiconductor devices provides the
practical foundation necessary for understanding the devices currently in use and
evaluating the performance and limitations of future devices offers completely updated
and revised information that reflects advances in device concepts performance and
application features discussions of topics of contemporary interest such as
applications of photonic devices that convert optical energy to electric energy
includes numerous problem sets real world examples tables figures and illustrations
several useful appendices and a detailed solutions manual for instructor s only
explores new work on leading edge technologies such as modfets resonant tunneling
diodes quantum cascade lasers single electron transistors real space transfer devices
and mos controlled thyristors physics of semiconductor devices fourth edition is an
indispensable resource for design engineers research scientists industrial and
electronics engineering managers and graduate students in the field

Computational Intelligence in Software Modeling
2022-02-21

researchers academicians and professionals expone in this book their research in the
application of intelligent computing techniques to software engineering as software
systems are becoming larger and complex software engineering tasks become increasingly
costly and prone to errors evolutionary algorithms machine learning approaches meta
heuristic algorithms and others techniques can help the effi ciency of software
engineering

Aspen Plus
2016-09-21

facilitates the process of learning and later mastering aspen plus with step by step
examples and succinct explanations step by step textbook for identifying solutions to
various process engineering problems via screenshots of the aspen plus platforms in
parallel with the related text includes end of chapter problems and term project
problems includes online exam and quiz problems for instructors that are parametrized i
e adjustable so that each student will have a standalone version includes extra online
material for students such as aspen plus related files that are used in the working
tutorials throughout the entire textbook

DIY Satellite Platforms
2012-01-30
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want to build your own satellite and launch it into space it s easier than you may
think the first in a series of four books this do it yourself guide shows you the
essential steps needed to design a base picosatellite platform complete with a solar
powered computer controlled assembly tough enough to withstand a rocket launch and
survive in orbit for three months whether you want to conduct scientific experiments
run engineering tests or present an orbital art project you ll select basic components
such as an antenna radio transmitter solar cells battery power bus processor sensors
and an extremely small picosatellite chassis this entertaining series takes you through
the entire process from planning to launch prototype and fabricate printed circuit
boards to handle your payload choose a prefab satellite kit complete with solar cells
power system and on board computer calculate your power budget how much you need vs
what the solar cells collect select between the arduino or basicx 24 onboard processors
and determine how to use the radio transmitter and sensors learn your launch options
including the providers and cost required use milestones to keep your project schedule
in motion

ePub - European Conference on Social Media
2014-11-07

the application of mathematical models in the analysis of learning data has a rich
tradition in experimental psychology such modeling is not only of scientific interest
from psychophysiological point of view but very important from clinical point of view
because memory impairment is a common symptom that is frequently diagnosed in elder
people persons after traumatic brain injury patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus
parkinson disease multiple sclerosis and other neurological and psychiatric diseases
mild memory impairment might be one of the most important symptoms of a future
alzheimer s disease thus early diagnosis of initial signs of memory impairment is of
importance the book offers the reader hands on practical experience using a
mathematical model dveloped by the senior authors classroom tested experiments are
provided which requires the reader to use the model under various conditions such as
learning and memory in both humans and animals following an introduction to
mathematical models the book contains 13 experiments these experiments include those
related to animal learning in such organisms as snails bees and rats a variety of human
experiments are also presented including those related to short and long term memory
maze learning classical salivary conditioning evaluation of sound on memory and the
influence of dietary supplements on memory we close the section on experiments with and
analysis of machine learning curves appendices are provided on how to build apparatus
and how to install the software

Mathematical Modeling of the Learning Curve
2024-06-17

expert tips for the last piece in the paperless puzzle the bluebeam guidebook offers
comprehensive coverage of the industry s leading pdf tool to help aec professionals
adopt a more efficient digital workflow with desktop mobile and server based products
bluebeam makes collaboration and document coordination seamless and provides a perfect
complement to bim software this book shows you how to push the boundaries and discover
the software s true capabilities written expressly for working aec professionals this
book offers tips tricks and ideas that cater to industry specific needs expert
instruction and step by step guidance helps you get started quickly and case studies
feature users from firms such as kiewit populus sundt construction and more to show you
how bluebeam is quickly becoming a critical component of design and construction master
the industry s leading pdf software and alternative to adobe acrobat create edit and
markup documents in a way that suits the architecture and engineering workflow learn
how major aec firms have transitioned seamlessly to digital workflows integrate
bluebeam into estimating quality control field applications and more the days of file
boxes and paper reams are quickly coming to a close the transition to paperless has
been a boon for the aec industry in which collaboration and document sharing is central
to getting the job done bim has revolutionized the design process and bluebeam offers
that same level of functional innovation for the document side of every project for aec
professionals seeking a better way to get things done the bluebeam guidebook is your
ultimate guide to everything bluebeam can do for you

The Bluebeam Guidebook
2018-03-27
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in today s society researchers are more focused on cleaner materials production for
environmental sustainability this approach aims at reducing waste and the development
of materials with enhanced properties and functionality this book focuses on optimizing
manufacturing processes for sustainable composite materials it discusses optimum
utilization of resources by using minimum effort to save cost and energy

Green Composites Manufacturing
2024-05-20

this book explains the application of artificial intelligence and internet of things on
green energy systems the design of smart grids and intelligent networks enhances energy
efficiency while the collection of environmental data through sensors and their
prediction through machine learning models improve the reliability of green energy
systems

Artificial Intelligence and Internet of Things for
Renewable Energy Systems
2021-11-22

world class experts from academia and industry assembled at the sixth biennial workshop
on digital signal processing dsp for in vehicle systems at korea university seoul korea
in 2013 the workshop covered a wide spectrum of automotive fields including in vehicle
signal processing and cutting edge studies on safety driver behavior infrastructure in
vehicle technologies contributors to this volume have expanded their contributions to
the workshop into full chapters with related works methodology experiments and the
analysis of the findings topics in this volume include dsp technologies for in vehicle
systems driver status and behavior monitoring in vehicle dialogue systems and human
machine interfaces in vehicle video and applications for safety passive and active
driver assistance technologies ideas and systems for autonomous driving transportation
infrastructure

Vehicle Systems and Driver Modelling
2017-09-11
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